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Failing the bar exam is a devastating experience for the individuals who have invested so much
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136.6

professional credential. A review of the statistics for
bar passage confirms that this experience is not an
uncommon one.
I have enduring memories of the profound
impact of bar exam failure on unsuccessful candidates. In my years as a bar admission administrator,
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a uniform release of a written score (derived from

an educational model to teach and evaluate knowl-

the Multistate Essay Examination and the Multistate
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Performance Test), a multiple-choice score (from
the Multistate Bar Examination), and a total score.
I commend this approach to all jurisdictions, with
release to all candidates—not just those who fail.
A common explanation for why jurisdictions do
not release scores, particularly to passing candidates,
is that the score will play into employment decisions,
with employers fixed on hiring individuals with the
highest bar exam scores. While there is a possibility
that there will be occasional anecdotal evidence of
this, the fact that many jurisdictions already operate

I can also report—with similar delight!—that the
Alabama Supreme Court has voted unanimously to
adopt the UBE effective with the July 2011 examination. Alabama is a jurisdiction that already uses the
three components of the UBE: the Multistate Bar
Examination, the Multistate Essay Examination, and
the Multistate Performance Test. This has positioned
Alabama to move into the UBE fairly seamlessly.
Alabama will continue the use of its separate half
day of testing on Alabama practice and procedure
as an adjunct to the UBE.
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schools. Sharing the UBE concept via such broad

in terms of qualifying rising medical students for

discussion is the model that seems best suited to

sought-after residency programs.)

introducing it and securing its adoption.

I think every bar exam taker deserves to receive
the feedback of written and multiple-choice scores
as well as a total score. These three figures are due
those who have laid so much on the line in order to
obtain a license.
I can report—with delight—that the great state
of Washington has acted to become a UBE jurisdiction in 2013. I know that a lot of thought, care, and

We are rapidly approaching our invitational
Annual Conference in late April in San Francisco.
This year’s event is drawing a large crowd from
almost every jurisdiction. We have a record number
of state Supreme Court justices registered. Every
year we try to set agendas that meet the needs of
new and experienced examiners, administrators,
and justices, and that span a broad range of issues.
We think we have succeeded again.

hard work went into making the decision, which

Finally, this edition of the magazine marks a

will also bring Washington in as the 49th state (leav-

change in our printing schedule. We are moving our

ing only Louisiana) and the 54th jurisdiction to use

publication dates forward one month (to March,

the MBE. (Actually, Washington had been an early

June, September, and December) in recognition of

user of the MBE, so this action marks its return to

the fact that these dates align more logically with the

that test.) Washington has indicated that it will use

NCBE calendar of events.
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